COMP+
INNOVATIVE COMPOSITE MATERIAL
Lindner Group is a family-run construction company, manufacturer of construction products and specialist provider of construction services. We produce almost all system products for interior fit-out, building envelope and insulation in our state-of-the-art facilities: floors, ceilings, lights, doors, partitions, facades. Applying highest standards regarding quality, environmental compatibility and innovation, we continue to advance our portfolio to fulfil the wishes of our customers worldwide in the best possible way.
**PANEL**

aluminium lightweight board

- low weight per unit area
  - 5.5 kg/m² (14 mm)
- large formats
  - 1,220 x 2,550 mm
- excellent fire protection properties
- sound-absorbing microperforated surface
- dimensionally stable and rigid
- certified for maritime applications
- variety of surface options for creative leeway

- aluminium honeycomb core: 12 mm
- aluminium sheet: 0.8 mm
- microperforated
The jointless combination of several COMP+ panels creates a spectacular monolithic appearance.
Lindner COMP+ lightweight panels are innovative composite material with a broad range of applications in interior fit-out and ship fit-out. The product family offers a unique combination of properties and features. The sandwich panels combine lightness, formability and customised design and consist of an aluminium honeycomb core and a top layer with many surface options.

COMP+ makes even the most complex structures for decorative ceiling and wall claddings possible.
ACOUSTICS
Small cause – great effect

The secret of COMP+ acoustic’s sound properties lies in its microperforated surface: hardly visible but very effective. The main characteristics of COMP+, for instance stability and installation-friendliness, also fully apply to the acoustic version.

The sound absorption values of several designs have been tested in accordance with ISO 354 and ASTM C 423.
COMP+ acoustic allows the implementation of individual design concepts with excellent acoustic properties.
LOOK
Simply versatile – as individually as your demand

Lacquered, digitally printed, veneered or exclusively designed: discover new options for creating truly unique surfaces, even for large-formats and complex shapes.
COMPlacq

COMPlacq features a wet-painted surface. All RAL- and NCS-colours are available.
COMPlacq acoustic creates balanced room acoustics and a visually pleasant atmosphere thanks to the panels’ discreet and functional surface design. Furthermore, horizontal joints clearly structure the large wall area.
The application of real wood veneer opens up new creative dimensions, such as a continuous surface design from floor to ceiling.
Personalise COMPwood by choosing from a wide range of real wood veneers. Moreover, the optional microperforation of COMP acoustic will help you to improve room acoustics noticeably while maintaining the natural wooden character of the surface.
Minimalistic elements with concrete surface complement the modern office environment perfectly.

COMPart
Genuine – light – modular

The new COMPart surface opens up a new range of design options. High-grade finishing turns the panel into an original piece of craftsmanship. Building on our knowledge of materials, colours, surface feel and textures, our long-standing experience and a touch of finesse, we create extraordinary customised surfaces for your space.
COMPprint transforms wall and ceiling cladding into a multifunctional, individual piece of art.
COMPprint

The logo of your company, an individually created graphic design or a cherished holiday memory: COMPprint allows you to add a personal touch to your building.
VARIETY

- COMPlacq is ideally suited for three-dimensionally shaped ceiling claddings.
- COMPwood turns baffle ceilings into exclusive design highlights.
- COMPlacq acoustic effectively regulates room acoustics aboard cruise liners.
- COMPlacq also creates the surface for curved projection screens.